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Abstract: The capacity of adult muscle to regenerate in response to injury stimuli represents
an important homeostatic process. Regeneration is a highly coordinated program that partially
recapitulates the embryonic developmental program and involves the activation of the muscle
compartment of stem cells, namely satellite cells, as well as other precursor cells, whose activity is
strictly dependent on environmental signals. However, muscle regeneration is severely compromised
in several pathological conditions due to either the progressive loss of stem cell populations or to
missing signals that limit the damaged tissues from efficiently activating a regenerative program.
It is, therefore, plausible that the loss of control over these cells’ fate might lead to pathological
cell differentiation, limiting the ability of a pathological muscle to sustain an efficient regenerative
process. This Special Issue aims to bring together a collection of original research and review articles
addressing the intriguing field of the cellular and molecular players involved in muscle homeostasis
and regeneration and to suggest potential therapeutic approaches for degenerating muscle disease.
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The regeneration of adult tissues is a highly coordinated process that partially recapitulates
the embryonic developmental program. The myogenic program involves an interplay between
the intrinsic program of muscle lineage specification and extrinsic influence, such as innervation and
growth factor activity. Along with a set of four key transcription factors, namely MyoD, Myf5, Myogenin,
MRF4, other factors have been characterized that play a critical role during the different stages of
muscle development and regeneration. The transcription factor NF-Y is an evolutionarily conserved
heterotrimer formed by the sequence-specific NF-YA and the Histone Fold Domain—HFD—NF-YB/N.
Libetti et al., analyzed the role of the two NF-YA isoforms in myogenic program, proposing that
NF-YAl, but not NF-YAs, maintains muscle commitment by indirectly regulating Myogenin and MyoD
expression in C2C12 cells [1]. The myogenic program is also typically regulated by multiple signaling
pathways and by the interaction of several extracellular matrix components with muscle stem cells.
Lee et al., demonstrated that Thyroid hormones (THs, thyroxin; T4 and triiodothyronine; T3) regulate
the expression of various proteins crucial for muscle development and contractility [2], whereas
Torrente et al., discussed the role of insulin-like growth factor axis on fetal and post-natal growth [3].
The characterization of molecular mechanisms involved in the myogenic program also provides
a roadmap for recapitulating skeletal myogenesis in vitro from pluripotent stem cells (PSCs). Baci et
al., established a reliable protocol to induce the myogenic differentiation of induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs), generated from pericytes and fibroblasts, exploiting skeletal muscle-derived extracellular
vesicles (EVs), in combination with chemically defined factors [4]. This genetic integration-free approach
generated functional skeletal myotubes, maintaining the engraftment ability in vivo. The authors
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demonstrated that EVs can act as biological “shuttles” to deliver specific bioactive molecules for
a successful transgene-free differentiation offering new opportunities for disease modeling and
regenerative approaches [4].

The life-long maintenance of muscle tissue has been the objective of numerous studies employing
a variety of approaches. It is generally accepted that cumulative failure to repair damage related to an
overall decrease in anabolic processes is a primary cause of functional impairment in muscle. Muscle
regeneration occurs in five interrelated and time-dependent phases, namely degeneration (necrosis),
inflammation, regeneration, remodeling, and maturation/functional repair [5]. Although the phases of
muscle regeneration are similar in different organisms (e.g., mouse, rat, human) and after different
types of damage/trauma, the kinetics and amplitude of each phase are different in each organism
and may depend on the extent of damage and the damage model used. Animals adopt different
basic strategies of regeneration that include the activation of adult stem cells, the dedifferentiation of
preexisting cells, and/or the proliferation of differentiated cells. This diversity of mechanisms is still
widely understudied and underexploited for biomedical applications.

Forcina et al., provided an exhaustive overview about the general aspects of muscle regeneration
and discussed the different approaches to study the interrelated and time-dependent phases of
muscle healing [5], whereas Zullo et al., discussed, in an interesting review, the insights into
the evolutionary aspect of muscle regeneration [6]. In these reviews, the authors integrated the principles
of the physiologic muscle regeneration with a technical approach, reporting key experimental methods
and markers employed to study cellular and molecular interactors dominating each stage of muscle
healing [5] and provided an outline of main animals’ clades, muscle types, their development,
homeostasis, and regeneration abilities highlighting what is known of their molecular mechanisms [6].
Moreover, the review by Poovathumkadavil and Jagla [7] discussed how the Drosophila model could
help understand the mechanisms of muscle homeostasis and regeneration, discussing the genetic
control mechanisms of muscle contraction, development, and homeostasis with particular emphasis
on the contractile unit of the muscle, the sarcomere.

The maintenance of an efficient regeneration process is guaranteed by both satellite cells’ niche
environment and satellite cells’ pool. By disrupting either one of the two or both, the impairment
in muscle regeneration suddenly happens, as likely occurs in many muscular dystrophies. Indeed,
one of the critical points that remain to be addressed is why skeletal muscle fails to regenerate under
pathological conditions. Either the resident muscle stem cells drastically decrease during aging and in
several degenerative diseases or perhaps the pathological muscle is a prohibitive environment for stem
cells activation and function. Although we lack definitive answers, several studies suggested that with
age or under pathological conditions, the systemic environment impinges the activity of satellite cells
and stimulates fibrotic accumulation [8].

Muscle homeostasis and regeneration are indeed severely impinged in several pathologic
conditions such as sarcopenia, cachexia, and muscle dystrophies.

In the review by Pratt et al. [9] the authors aimed to identify genetic variants known to be
associated with muscle phenotypes relevant to sarcopenia, the progressive deterioration in skeletal
muscle mass, strength, and physical function with advancing age. The authors, interrogating PubMed,
Embase and Web, using pre-defined search terms such as “aging”, “sarcopenia”, “skeletal muscle”,
“muscle strength” and “genetic association”, identified the genetic variants associated with muscle
phenotypes relevant to sarcopenia in humans; thus, the review might help to further illuminate
the genetic basis of sarcopenia. Heterotopic ossification (HO) is another dysregulation process of
skeletal muscle homeostasis and regeneration, which results in mature bone formation in atypical
locations. Pulik et al., made the survey of cells responsible for heterotopic ossification development in
skeletal muscles [10].

Satellite cells (SCs) are the main actors of myofiber regeneration after damage. Nevertheless,
successful muscle healing requires the participation of additional cell types that directly or indirectly
contribute to this process. SC activity is known to be influenced by signals deriving from the surrounding
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environment and by interactions with other cellular components of muscle niche. Petrilli et al., provided
a comprehensive picture of the dynamics of the major cell populations that sensed and responded to
acute damage in wild type mice and in a mouse model of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, a genetic
disease characterized by impaired regenerative process and muscle wasting [11].

One of the mechanisms by which cells communicate with each other involves a conserved delivery
system based on the generation and release of extracellular vesicles (EVs). These vesicles transfer
information between cells through several categories of cargo-enriched biomolecules (i.e., proteins,
lipids, nucleic acids, and sugars), each of them selectively influencing different cellular domains. Picca
et al., demonstrated that older adults with physical frailty and sarcopenia show increased levels of
circulating small extracellular vesicles with a specific mitochondrial signature [12].

Muscle wasting disorders, including sarcopenia and muscular dystrophies, are also characterized
by the gradual replacement of muscle fibers by adipose and fibrotic tissue, which represent critical
components of a hostile microenvironment/niche. Transforming Growth Factor β (TGF-β) is known
for its role in the regulation of skeletal muscle size as well as fibrosis. Hillege et al. [13] assessed
the time-dependent effects of TGF-β signaling and downstream signaling on the expression of myogenic,
atrophic, and fibrotic genes in both myoblasts and myotubes. The authors showed that TGF-β inhibits
myogenic gene expression in both myoblasts and myotubes but does not affect myotube size in vitro.
Most importantly, TGF-β regulates the expression of fibrotic genes in both myoblasts and myotubes in
a time-dependent manner [13].

Recent studies on the factors involved in skeletal muscle growth, differentiation, homeostasis, and
regeneration have provided new insights into the function of these signaling molecules in muscle and
suggest promising new avenues for systemic as well as local intervention in the defects associated with
many muscle pathologies. Thus, skeletal muscle repair/regeneration may benefit by the treatments
with factors that favor regenerative myogenesis and support the robustness of regenerated myofibers.

The inflammatory response of injured skeletal muscle plays an important and critical role in
muscle homeostasis and regeneration and involves the recruitment of specific myeloid cell populations
within the injured area. Thus, the inflammatory response is a coordinate process that must be
finely regulated to obtain an efficient regenerative process, and the perturbed spatial distribution of
inflammatory cells, altered identity of the inflammatory infiltrate (cell type and magnitude of influx)
and disrupted temporal sequence results in a persistent rather than resolved inflammatory phase.
The transcription factor Nfix, a member of the nuclear factor I (Nfi) family, plays a pivotal role during
muscle development, regeneration and in the progression of muscular dystrophies. Saclier, et al.,
showed that Nfix is mainly expressed by anti-inflammatory macrophages [14]. Upon acute injury, mice
deleted for Nfix in myeloid line displayed a significant defect in the process of muscle regeneration.
Indeed, Nfix protein is involved in the macrophage phenotypical switch and macrophages lacking Nfix
failed to adopt an anti-inflammatory phenotype and interact with myogenic cells.

Cappellari et al., taking Duchenne muscular dystrophy as a paradigm of defect in muscle
regeneration, reviewed the main effects of drugs on regeneration biomarkers to assess whether targeting
pathogenic events can help to protect niche homeostasis and enhance regeneration efficiency other
than protecting newly formed fibers from further damage [15]. Squecco et al., reported the beneficial
role of Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP) treatment owing to PRP pro-myogenic and anti-fibrotic effects [16].
The main relevance of this study was the contribution toward defining the molecular and functional
mechanisms regulating TGF-β1-induced fibroblast–myofibroblast transition, highlighting the role
of Gap Junctions in this process as well as the involvement of voltage-dependent connexin isoform,
namely Cx43. Leduc-Gaudet et al., analyzed the effect of Parkin on disease model, demonstrating
that Parkin overexpression prevents sepsis-induced skeletal muscle atrophy, likely by improving
mitochondrial quality and contents [17].

The study by Soendenbroe et al., supported the role of exercise in maintaining NMJ stability, even
in elderly inactive individuals [18], whereas Jin and co-workers demonstrated that the functions of
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Lysine (Lys), the first limiting essential amino acid for mammals, in muscle mass accumulation are
mediated by satellite cells and the mTORC1 pathway [19].

The maintenance of skeletal muscle mass plays a critical role in health and quality of life.
Jorgenson et al., discussed how mechanical loads are one of the most potent regulators of muscle
mass [20]. The authors have summarized the major structural adaptations that have been implicated
in the mechanical load-induced growth of skeletal muscle and have also considered whether each of
these adaptations makes a substantive contribution to the overall growth process [20].

Homeostasis represents one of the most important and critical parameters of adult tissues,
including skeletal muscle, and it is defined as the capability of a system to maintain a constant state of
complexity and order in a dynamic equilibrium. Interestingly, skeletal muscle is well-maintained in
hibernators during hibernation, a unique survival strategy exhibited by various mammals in order to
cope with adverse environments in winter, during which hibernators not only face the challenge of
prolonged skeletal muscle inactivity, but also deal with other stresses, including hypoxia, fasting, and
repeated ischemia-reperfusion during the torpor-arousal cycle.

The maintenance of cytoplasmic calcium (Ca2+) homeostasis is important for the preservation
of a normal structure and function of skeletal muscle fibers. Skeletal muscle inactivity can trigger
Ca2+ homeostasis disturbance, often characterized by cytoplasmic Ca2+ overload, leading to protein
degradation and cell apoptosis, both involved in skeletal muscle loss. Zhang et al., demonstrated that
under extreme conditions, such as low temperature, low metabolism, and prolonged hindlimb inactivity
during hibernation, hibernating ground squirrels still possess the ability to maintain intracellular Ca2+

homeostasis [21]. Therefore, maintaining intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis and avoiding skeletal muscle
injury caused by its disturbance appear to be priority strategies employed by hibernating squirrels
to cope with the various stresses induced during the torpor–arousal cycle. In addition, Malatesta
et al., demonstrated that during hibernation, satellite cell nuclei maintain similar transcription
and splicing activity as in euthermia, indicating an unmodified status during immobilization and
hypometabolism [22]. Skeletal muscle preservation during hibernation is presumably not due to
satellite cells activation, but rather to the maintenance of some functional activity in myofibers that is
able to counteract muscle wasting

We believe that the papers in this Special Issue, each addressing a specific aspect of muscle
homeostasis and regeneration under physiopathologic conditions, will help us to better understand
the underlying mechanisms and will help to design more appropriate therapeutic approaches to
improve muscle regeneration and to counteract muscle diseases.
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